ABSTRACT. The study of waves at the interface of two superposed fluids due to the presence of a vertical body of revolution requires the consideration of potentials due to horizontal ring sources submerged in one of the fluids. In this paper, the velocity potentials in the two fluids are computed due to a horizontal ring of sources of time-dependent strength submerged in either of the fluids of a two-fluid medium that are separated by an inertial surface.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The velocity potential due to a two-dlmensional wave source of time-dependent strength submerged in a fluid of infinite depth with an inertial surface was obtained by Rhodes-Robinson [i] . Mandal and Kundu [2] extended this to the case of finite depth of the fluid and also obtained potentials due to other types of singularities present in the fluid.
Problems dealing with the generation of internal waves at the surface separating the two fluids due to the presence of a vertical body of revolution in either of the fluids can be formulated in terms of a suitable distribution of ring wave sources around the body as is done for a single fluid [3] .
The potential due to a ring of wave sources of constant unit strength in an unbounded fluid has the form #o(r,y) 2a I exp {-kly-n J (kr) Jo(ka) dk o o where a is the radius of the ring, r is the distance from its axis, y-axis is taken as the axis of the ring [cf. [3] We use a cylindrical co-ordinate system (r,0,y) in which y-axis is taken 
